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PanzerGlass ® ClearCase Apple iPhone 12 | 12 Pro | Black

Brand : PanzerGlass Product code: 0252

Product name : PanzerGlass® ClearCase Apple iPhone 12 |
12 Pro | Black

PanzerGlass® ClearCase Apple iPhone 12 | 12 Pro | Black

PanzerGlass ® ClearCase Apple iPhone 12 | 12 Pro | Black:

Put the design of your iPhone at center stage with the PanzerGlass® ClearCase™. The ClearCase™
features a transparent back cover that provides a clear view to the beautiful design of the back of your
phone. The case is surrounded by a TPU frame with a honeycomb pattern that provides increased shock
absorption. The ClearCase™ also provides an extra level of protection from germs and bacteria by
featuring an innovative anti-bacterial coating that is proven to kill up to 99.99% of the most common
surface bacteria. Combine the ClearCase™ with a PanzerGlass® screen protector for full 360-degree
protection.
PanzerGlass ® ClearCase Apple iPhone 12 | 12 Pro | Black. Case type: Cover, Brand compatibility: Apple,
Compatibility: Apple - iPhone 12, Apple - iPhone 12 Pro, Maximum screen size: 15.5 cm (6.1"), Surface
coloration: Monochromatic, Product colour: Black

Features

Maximum screen size * 15.5 cm (6.1")
Colour name Black

Compatibility * Apple - iPhone 12, Apple - iPhone 12
Pro

Case type * Cover

Material *
Tempered glass, Polyethylene
terephthalate (PET), Thermoplastic
polyurethane (TPU)

Product colour * Black
Surface coloration Monochromatic
Brand compatibility * Apple
Desktop stand
Closure type Not applicable

Protection features Scratch resistant, Shock resistant,
Anti-bacterial

Fingerprint resistant
Built-in battery *
Anti-yellowing protection
Oleophobic coating
Easy to apply

Features

Military standard MIL-STD-810H
Country of origin China

Weight & dimensions

Width 70.6 mm
Depth 0.8 mm
Height 145.8 mm
Thickness 0.8 mm
Weight 26 g

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
Package width 108 mm
Package depth 17 mm
Package height 195 mm
Package weight 68 g
Package type Hanging box

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 7007190000
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